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in the discussions that followed have been put together in
this volume under the rubric; Engagement and Development
- India's Northeast and Neighbouring Countries.

There are a number of officials, scholars and friends who
have directly and indirectly helped in organizing this seminar
and also bringing out this volume. We would like to put on
record our deep appreciation for all their help, assistance and
encouragements. But some ofthem deserve to he mentioned
here.

We are grateful to ICCSR, New Delhi for extending
financial support to this Seminar and we appreciate much
Professor Andre Beteille, Chairman, Professor T.C.A. Anand,
Member-Secretary and Dr. Vinod K. Mehta, Director of the
ICSSR, for giving us the privilege to edit this volume and
bring out in this present book form and without their timely
intervention and encouragement this book would not have
seen its light.

Special thanks to Professor Mrinal Miri, former Vice-
Chancellor, North Eastern Hill University (NEHU) and
Chairman, ICSSR-NERC, Shillong for his key note address
in the seminar and also for his encouragement. Professor
David Reid Syiemlieh, Department of History, NEHU and
former Honorary Director, ICSSR-NERC deserve our thanks
for helping in many ways in the organization of the seminar.
Professor P. Tandon, Vice-Chancellor, NEHU and Chairman,
ICSSR-NERC for his constant attention to the activities of
the NERC.

A word of appreciation to all the paper presenters for
accepting our invitation to prepare their research paper and
also personally making it a point to present their papers in
the seminar at Gangtok and they are: Ambassador C.V.
Ranganathan, Mr. B.C. Verghese, Dr. P.D. Shenoy, Dr. Walter
Fernandes, Professor Sujata Miri, Mr. Sanjay Hazarika, Mr.
Subir Bhaumik, Dr. Gurudas Das, Professor Sajal Nag, Dr.
Partha S. Ghosh, Professor A.C. Sinha, Dr. Samir Kumar
Das, Professor R. Gopalakrishnan, Dr. Konsam Ibo Singh,
Dr. Udai Bhanu Singh, Professor L.S. GassEih, Professor Bimal
Pramanik and others. We are also grateful to Dr. V.
Bhattacharjee of Gangtok and Dr. Sujata Dutta Hazarika of

(vii)

Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati for their assistance
in the seminar.

Mr. Sanat Chakrabarty, Editor, Grassroots Options,
Shillong deserve special thanks for sparing his valuable time
to do the copy-editing for this volume.

We are fortunate to have a small team of talented young
supporting staff in the Centre and their ungrudging help and
cooperation, which made the entire work both during the
seminar and also during the editing process much easier to
accomplish. Their unassuming services deserve to be recorded
here: Ms. Christine Blah, Ms. Narisha Kharbuli, Ms. Cerilla
Khonglah, Mr. Romauldo Pasi, Mr. T. Aier, Mr. Rupert Momin
and late Mrs. Jean M Blah.

Dr. Gurudas Das, formerly. Reader, Department of
Economics, NEHU and currently Head, Department of
Humanities and Social Sciences, National Institute of
Technology, Silchar, who literally shouldered most of the
preparatory works of the seminar deserves a big thank. Mr.
M.P. Misra, Akansha Publishing House, New Delhi, has been
a friend of NERC's publications and we are grateful to him.

Last but not the least both Kalai and Lind deserve special
thanks for their love and understanding.

July 2006 C. JOSHUA THOIVIAS
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lability of a political system and economic development

St^t^ positively correlated. In an international system ofes, especiEilly in the era ofglobalization, no particularState
realize these twin goals in isolation. All modern nations,

use various international and regional fora to
lengthen international support and enhance their 'national

interest'.

ec policy of a country and its adept political and
i^iplomacy are the effective instruments to promote

• national interests, protect its sovereignty and territorial
^ sgrity and enhance its economic development. Modem States
wh^k^^^ iinnduct of foreign relations as a dynamic exercise,
re enables them in building national capability in order to
fa^t nptinially to new opportunities and challenges in a
Tel ^^^^^ing world. While the art of conducting foreignntions has far-reaching implications for national
g ^lopment, it is no less important for the development and

Urity of the bordering regions.

It is important to understand as to how India's Northeast,utAXAl/ uv/ CXO xxu w JLixuia C? i.>Ul tlJlcaat,

is ^^"'iiunded by Bangladesh, Bhutan, China andMyanmareing affected by India's conduct of relations with these

as j I'll® development interest of Northeastern region,®termined by its geo-strategic location, lies in greater
It with the markets across the international borders.iia noted that about 33 per cent of the country's total
(jQ^^ii^i-ional border falls in NER involving five out of seven

having border with India. As NER shares 98 percent
® orders with the neighbouring countries and merely two

1 ^
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per cent with the mainland India, its cross-border dimensions
form an important parameter in its development strategy.
Moreover, NER shares substantial common resources with
areas across its international borders. The historically
developed pattern of production and communications are also
oriented towards markets across the border. As a result the
utilization of natural resources of NER calls for greater cross
country sub-regional development cooperation.

It is also important to examine the role of the national
government in promoting this development interest of NER
through its conduct of external relations since Independence.
It has already been pointed out that the implications of India's
relations with her north and northeastern neighbours for NER
are far deeper than any other regions of the country. The
prospect of development of NER lies in the strong and mutually
beneficial relations between India and her north and
northeastern neighbours.

Keeping this background in mind the Indian Council for
Social Science Research - North Eastern Regional Centre
(ICSSR-NERC) organised a two-day National Seminar on
"Partnership for Development: Holistic Approach to North East'
at Gangtok, Sikkim on 8 '̂' and 9'*^ May 2002. The main objective
of this exercise was to deliberate upon the essence of bilateral
relations between India and her northern and northeastern
neighbours. A study of the nature of engagements, the
substance of bilateral relations, structure of reciprocity, and
built-in tensions will be of immense help in articulating the
policy direction, which will have implications for the
development of the frontier region, i.e. NER.

The seminar had five academic sessions and there were
18 research papers presented by distinguished diplomats,
journalists, academics, and social activists. Each session had
vibrant discussions. We are indeed pleased to present the
revised and modified papers with minor editorial touch under
the title. Engagement and Development: India's Northeast and
Neighbouring Countries. We have orgamsed these papers in
this volume and divided them into five sections.

(xvii)

Section I entitled Northeastern Region and the
Regional Organisations, comprises four papers. Dr. Gurudas
Das in his paper. Security, Engagement and Deijelopment:
Development Interest of India's Northeast and the Art of
Conduct of India's Relations with the Neighbouring Countries,
articulated the idea of "development interest of NER" and then
went on to analyse as to how India's conduct of relations with
the neighbouring countries has delimited the external
perimeter as well as inner content of development of the NER.
He emphasised that the geo-economic and geo-strategic location
of the region is such that cross-borderfactors are determinants
for development of Northeast region. He further outlines three
phases of India's relations with her neighbours covering 1947-
1962, 1963-1991 and 1992 onwards. The first phase in which
the idea of 'Asianism' as an element of India's foreign policy
was compatible with the geo-economic potential of NER, but
the same could not be utilised due to Nehru's tribal policy,
which did not favour any structural change in the economy of
Northeast region. Following the 1962 Sino-Indian conflict, the
overriding security concerns had negatively influenced the
public sector investment in the NER. The second phase, which
included the liberation of Bangladesh in 1971, brought promises
to Northeast region particularly because the resourcestructure
of the Northeast matched the demand structure of Bangladesh.
In spite of the promises. Das feels, in retrospect, India s
diplomacy failed to synergise the development interest ofNER
and the security interest of the country which had led the
Indian State to intervene in favour of the liberation movement
in Bangladesh. However, Das indicated that from 1992
Onwards, with the onset of globalisation, new strategic
partnership among neighbouring countries is being forged. It
is important to harmonise these developments with the
strategic location of the Northeast region.

In the second paper. Unfinished Business in Northeast,
B.G. Verghese, mentioned that the Partition of India in 1947
caused extreme geo-political isolation for Northeast, making it
emotionally, though not quite physically. South Asia's third
land-locked area along with Bhutan and Nepal. The post-
Independence period also brought other pulls and pressures

•iWlllllliligiP
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into play, which strained the integration of the loosely
administered or excluded frontier regions. This gave rise to a
situation where the people of diverse tribal origins sought to
differentiate themselves in order to prevent their identity from
being submerged in the vast ocean of Indian humanity.
According to him the problem of Northeast can be dealt by
first recognising that Northeast is a part of India, which is
composed of people from a different racial stock, namely,
Mongoloid India and culturally part of South East Asia.

This is primarily because this huge land mass somewhat
shaped like an elephant's ear is connected to Indian heartland
by a 37 km wide Siliguri corridor whereas the external
boundary of Northeast runs over 4500 km, contiguous with
five countries, viz., Nepal, Bhutan, China, Myanmar and
Bangladesh.

He highlighted the necessity of making a distinction
between Boundary and Border. He says the words border or
frontier and boundary represent very different concepts. While
boundary would simply refers to the line demarcating the
external political jurisdiction of a State, a border or frontier
refers to transitional zones or bands of territory that lie on
either side of the boundary. Border people share ties of culture
and commerce and most often exhibit commonalities of race,
people, language, religion, etc. Although India, like any other
nation, must be concerned with the determination and
inviolability of its sovereign boundaries, however, in its
preoccupation with boundary fixation and related issues of
border management, the government appears to have lost sight
of the importance of developing an appropriate border policy.

Verghese says, the government's indifference towards
bilateralism and intellectual failure to differentiate between
boundary .and border has alienated the Northeast region
further, despite positive geo-political changes in the
neighbourhood. It is not that nothing happened across or
around Northeast borders, but instead of regional cooperation
that should have fostered connectivity, trade facilitation and
people to people exchange, these borderland witness
insurgency, smuggling ofdrugs narcotics and spreading ofHIV/
AIDS, and trafficking in women and illicit immigration.

I

He thus stressed the need for a more holistic approach to
device development strategies that are sustainable and socially
just, taking into consideration their unique, livelihood and value
system.

Sujata Miri, in her paper. The Paradox of Development,
examined the concept of development, which she feels is
popularly equated with economic development. In her opinion,
there is a growing realization in the Northeast that radical
economic changes cannot be contemplated without
corresponding cultural and political reorientation. Thus,
according to her, what is needed is not mere economic
development but a cultural and political transformation of the
society duly assisted by modern technology. Northeast being
home to various great cultures with a history of mutual
interaction and exchange makes this difficult as a vitality of
these cultures lead many to think that they can appropriate
the powerful forces of modern economy while retaining their
cultural and social specificity.

This monster of cultural identity often threatens the
formation of national identity and mass communication has
succeeded in generalising a form of collective identity to some
extent. This national identity is seen as a necessary component
for the process ofmodernisation. Although Northeast has been
carved out on the Indian side with similar guideline in mind,

have not exactly achieved a level of solidarity between
different cultural identities dashing our hopes for acquiring
^hat is called modern development. She finally concludes by
®ujdng that the forces of change that impel us are also liable
fo uproot us and can also provide us with resources which can
create for us the collusion that this uprooting is not uprooting

all, that now our roots have only found new sources of
energy.

The last paper in this section is on Shortages, Ethnic
Conflicts and Economic Development in NE India. In this
Puper, Walter Fernandes felt that lack of any sustainable
development has increased the sense of alienation in this
^®gion, which has then led to politicalupheaval and insurgency.
Ke 'Writes that although this region experiences political
Upheaval, we often forget the reasons behind it - the main
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I
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relations can do well for the Northeast. Ghosh said that India
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through the process of migration. At the same time the growt
of the Hindu population iil Bangladesh is on the decliioe.
Migration, he reiterates, is a survival strategy for t e
Bangladeshis, but the use of law to solve the migration
problems, as is the present practice in India, has not wor e
He further points out a realistic workable strategy for c ange
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Samir Kumar Das, in his paper, EthnicUy and Seaunty m
Assam: APha for Greater Indo-Bangladesh Portae, '̂"-
highlights the fact that India and Bangladesh share ma^ a
commonality in its culture and
commonalities turn out to be a symbolic 'hreat to th^e
nationhood of both these countries. H®.^Xmo?
on the old English proverb that
Das briefly dealt with two relatively different yet
interconnected parts. The first part drew
threats born out of the commonalities, i.e., imm gration and^urgency The second part shows that bilateralism may Mt
rZ Panacea for solving the of1
by the Lo neighbours. It also outlines 'h® ' ^
future partnership regime as astep towards resolving these
problems and threats.aiiu.

While elaborating on
certain alarming organised. The role
haphazard and sporadic, in fe , district of
of early settlers coming latecomers settled and
Bangladesh is important in getting theorganised
economically rehabilitated. In fact, ^fuZioto an
and planned that it defies any seem
official fall in immigration ®f'":?fZ®Zalready in substantial
rmbts^ts:t:f-
organised and militancy character.

peoples ofJaintia Hills , nntit-independence trade
pointed out the pre-indepen enc historical point of
and economies of both the countries between
view. He further discussed the ^tder trade agreem^^j^
the two countries and argues „rshiD for the overall
today is the perception on Partn"ah.p for
development of the economy of the areas
Bangladesh border.

















4 Engagement and Development

Although it is of utmost interest to study as to how India's
relations with her immediate neighbours affected her pace
of development in past 58 years, we do not propose to
undertake this ambitious task here. Our objective is far
narrower.

We, rather, intend to focus on the implications ofIndia's
security concerns in the eastern border for the development
of the bordering Northeastern Region (NER). That is, as to
how the development prospect ofNER has been affected due
to security concern arising out of hostile relations between
India and neighbouring Pakistan and China. How India's
conduct offoreign pohcy in relation toher neighbours delimited
the external perimeters of development for NER. Being
surrounded by Bangladesh, Bhutan, China and Myanmar, it
is only natural that unlike any other regions, NER will be
directly affected by India's conduct of relations with these
countries. A state-centric traditional security perception tends
to consider the bordering regions as vulnerable to external
threats. This perception, in turn, informs the other state-led
development actions in the bordering areas. Thus, the conduct
of India's foreign policy not only sets the outer perimeter of
development for NER, it also largely determines the inner
content of development.

The development interest of NER, as determined by its
geo-strategi^ location, lies in gpreater interaction with the
markets across the international borders. The length of the
land border between NER and the neighbouring countries is
shown m Table 1.

Table 1

Detail of the length of the land border between the
Northeastern States and the neighbouring countries

(In km)

1. NER-Myanmar 1,643

2. NER-China 1,000

3. NER-Bhutan 650

4. NER-Bangladesh 1,956

Total 5,249

Source: Das & Purkayastha, 2000. Note: Lengths are not precise. Annual
Report, 1999-2000, MOD, Government of India.
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It may be noted that about 33 percent of country's toted
international border falls in NER involving five out of seven
countries having border with India. As NER shares 98 per
cent of her border with the neighbouring countries and merely
two per cent with mmnland India, cross-border exchange forms
an important pareuneter in its development strategy. Moreover,
NER shares substantial common resources with areeis across
the border. And the historically developed pattern of
production £uid communications are also oriented towards
markets across the border. As a result, the utilization of
natural resources of NER cedls for greater cross-coimtry sub-
regional development cooperation.

It is our utmost interest to examine the role of the Indian
State in promoting this development interest of NER through
her conduct of external relations since Independence. It has
already been pointed out that the implications of India's
relations with neighbouring China, Bangladesh, md Myanmar
for NER are far deeper than any other regions ofthe coun^.
As the region is surrounded bythesecountries, andinhabited
by the social groups having affinities with their counterparts
across the borders, and being isolated firom the "mainland of
India", having traditional markets across the border, non-
cooperation fi-om the neighbouring countries would put the
region in a suffocating situation without any hope for it to
grow and develop. Thus, the interest of the.region and its
long-term security lie in strong and mutually beneficial
relationship between India and her eastern neighbours.
Although, the same also holds good for the national interest,
but for NER it is a precondition for her survival. It is fi-om
this point of view we shall look at India's conduct of foreign
policy in relation to her neighbours.

As the conduct of foreign relations is a dj^amic process
and keeps on changing in commensurate with the global
change, it may be of some conceptual value to divide the
temporal space of India's relations with her neighbours into
three broad phases. Phase-I starts fi-om independence ^d
extends up to 1962, the year in which Sino-Indian border
conflict took place. This border conflict not oidy brought a
change in India's foreign policy, but also a significant pohcy-
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shift towards NER having far-reaching effects on its future
evolution. Phase-II covers the entire time-span starting from
1963 to the end of the cold war in 1991, the year in which
erstwhile USSR had collapsed. This phase is characterized
by two Indo-Pak wars of 1965 and 1971. The emergence of
Bangladesh as an independent country in 1971 has significant
bearing on the security and development of NER. Phase-Ill
covers the period since 1992 characterized by onset of
globalization paradigm where India is increasingly seeking
forward engagement with her neighbours.

Phase-I (1947-1962): From Asian Solidarity to Hostility

The concept of "Asiatic-Federation" and the notion of
"Asianism," as mooted by Indian National Congress even prior
to Independence (Bandopadhyaya, 1991: 80-81) as part of its
anti-colonial struggle, and later articulated and operationahzed
by Jawaharlal Nehru, as the first Prime Minister of India,
was fully compatible with security and development concern
of India in general and NER in particular. The idea
emphasized the need for close cooperation among the post-
colonial Asian societies, having common experience ofcolonial
exploitation and suffering, for their future progress. But this
perspective of 'Asianism' was destined to crumble with the
sharpening of competitive and overlapping interests between
India vs Pakistan and China in South Asian region. India,
interspersed between West and East Pakistan, has always
been perceived as the principal threat to the territorial
integrity and national security ofPakistan. In fact. Partition
of the country on the basis of the religion, and formation of
Pakistan without any territorial contiguity has instilled in it
an in-built threat perception from India. However, in 1948,
on Kashmir issue, the two neighbours took arms against each
other, fell apart, and became archrivals, which rendered the
first blow to the "Asian Solidarity" movement.

Nehru tried to advance this movement by befriending
China and sidelining Pakistan. The Treaty of 1954 between
India and China, and the Bandung Conference of Affo-Asian
countries held in 1955, in which Nehru and Chou-En-Lai
played the leading roles, seemed to have restored the
credibility of the movement to some extent. But the
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overlapping interest of both India and China in the Himalayas
and their competitive claims for regional power had brought
Sino-Indian honeymoon to an abrupt end. The Chinese
occupation of Tibet in 1950 made India alert of her northern
security. It also panicked the Himalayan kingdoms of Nepal,
Bhutan and Sikkim. These Himalayan states had been a part
of British India's defense system as the buffer states between
India vis-a-vis China and Russia. In relation to these
kingdoms, British India adopted a forward policy whereby
they enjoyed internal autonomy but their external relations
were directed by British interest (Lamb, 1960:260).
Independent India adopted the same policy for Bhutan and
Sikkim. The Treaty of Peace and Friendship signed between
India and Bhutan in 1949 and Indo-Sikkim Treaty of 1950
were a mere continuation of the British legacy. In order to
restrict the Chinese advance beyond Tibet, both India and
Nepal entered into a Treaty in 1950. As part ofher forward
policy in the Himalayas, India, throughout theFifties, pushed
her administration to catch up the McMohan Line in the
north. Like India, China also had security interest in the
Himalayan Kingdoms. In fact, China viewed Tibet to be her
palm and Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, Ladakh and NEFA as its
five fingers (Thapliyal, 1999: 193). This conflicting interest
in Himalayas appeared to have led to the Sino-Indian border
conflict in 1962. Indiawas taken aback by the sudden Chinese
attack, and, in absence of any defense preparedness, had to
swallow a humiliating defeat. The story is well known and
we do not intend to repeat it here. What is important for us
is the significance of 1962 border conflict for India in general
and NER in particular.

Firstly, there had been divergence of views among the
Indian policy makers on the possible security threat to our
northern and northeastern borders. Sarder Patel, the first
Union Home Minister warned Nehru against the security
threat arising out of Chinese annexation of Tibet an urge
to review our border policy and security and favoured speedy
development of communication/transportation infrastructure.
But Nehru's idealist assessment ofIndo-China relations and
his conviction to settle scores with China through dialogue
led him to underestimate the threat perception. is
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merit any large-scale public sector investment in the region.
As a result, the state-sponsored development had largely
bypassed the region.

Be that as it may, the outbreak of liberation movement
rmJlast Pakistan (1971) provided India with an opportunity
to break her "cordoned off' security environment. Throwing
the garb of "non-alignment", India entered into a treaty with
USSR (1971), used bipolar world contradictions in her favour,
intervened in favour of liberation movement in East Pakistan,
and played a decisive role in bringing Bangladesh as an
independent nation. This event has far-reaching implications
for India's security concern in general and security and
development of the NER in particular.

Firstly, India relieved off permanently from Pakistani
threat to her security in the eastern border. A friendly
Bangladesh would also improve internal insecurity conditions
in the NER by debarring insurgents to use Bangladesh
territory against India.

Secondly, a scope has emerged to re-establish NER s
traditional markets and communication networks which had
beensnapped due to partition. As Bangladesh needed corridors
through Indian land to ease out movement of goods and people
from one part to another interspersed by Indian territory,
India's land-locked Northeast also needed corridor through
Bangladesh. There exist mutually beneficial grounds for
cooperation in this regard.

Thirdly, Bangladesh economy after long years ofcolonial
exploitation, followed by 24 years of internal colonial
exploitation by Pakistan, and then ravaged by the liberation
war, was in a bad shape. It was only natural for Bangladesh
to look up to India for necessary financial and technological
help creating a space for Indian industries and trade in
Bangladesh economy. Since the resource structure between
Bangladesh and the Northeastern region is of complcms^^^^y
in nature, it was expected that the NER's resource-oriented
products would find a vent in Bangladesh leading to a close
cooperation particularly between eastern regionofBangladesh
and NER.
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Fourthly, there arose a hope that the issue ofimmigration
and influx from erstwhile East Pakistan into ethno-sensitive
Northeast would be amicably resolved. The north-eastern
societies would get away with the burden of war-refugees.

Fifthly, the victory against Pakistan in 1971 would improve
India's image in South Asia, which she lost in 1962, to a large
extent, and would enable her to advance the national interest
in the neighbouring countries through bilateral channels.

Sixthly, with improved external security environment in
the north-eastern border, India would be in a better position
to address the internal insecurity dimension in NER arising
out of ethnic insurgencies, inter-ethnic schisms and
underdevelopment.

With the emergence of Bangladesh, India's threat
perception in her Northeastern border and her national
interest in Bangladesh in terms oftrade in general and NER's
trading interest in particular had improved to some extent.
But this Indo-Bangladesh honeymoon was short lived.
Bangladesh followed a pro-Indian foreign policy during 1971-
75 period, followed by anti-India position during 1976-1988,
nnd then a strategy of cooperation since 1989. As the image
of dominating India was always permeating the consciousness
ofBangladesh, the shifts and swings in Indo-Bangla relations
might well be explained as Bangladesh's efforts to come out
of the Indian influence. Bangladesh's perception ofher security
threat from India increased significantly following the
incorporation of Sikkim into Indian Union in 1975. The
interfering attitude ofIndian state in internal matters ofher
Small neighbours, the socio-political compulsions at home
nrising out ofHindu-Muslim relations in South Asia, and the
cold war paradigm that had been replicated in South Asia,
following Indo-Chinese conflict in 1962 and Indo-Pak war in
1965 - all had a strongbearing behind the driftofBangladesh
towards China-USA axis in the post-Mujib era.

So far the interest of NER is concerned, opening up of
overland trade, although in a very limited way, gave some
J*espite. Mineral products and forest products from Meghalaya,
^lizoram and Tripura found ready markets in Bangladesh
V'hich otherwise would have not been cost-effective. However,
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her antagonistic relations with China. While China was
increasingly engaging herself in constructive cooperation with
Myanmar in terms of building roads and other infrastructure,
and thereby strengthening her economic and security interest
in Myanmar, India maintained studied silence. Increasing
supply of the Chinese arms and ammunitions into Myanmar,

eged access ofthe Chinese naval force to Myanmar ports,
the Chinese assistance to Naga and Manipuri insurgents, use
0 Myanmar territory by the insurgents as bases for conducting
subversive activities against India—all added to India's anxiety
without any adequate response. Thus, India's disengagement
in Myanmar and its failure to evolve any counter strategy
not only harmed the Indian business interest in Myanmar,
this has alarmingly escalated the internal insecurity in NER
and blocked its prospect of development. However, the
situation started improving since early 90s to which we shall
come back later. Although the Asian Solidarity Movement
died a premature death in 1962, the geo-economic compulsions
for such regional cooperation became stronger with the
unfolding of time leading to the launching of South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in 1985 with
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka as its members. Pregnant with tremendous scopes
for the development of the South Asian region, SAARC has
a special promise for enhanciner development interest of the
NER.

Firstly, the programme of trade liberalization among
SAARC members brightens up the possibility of utilization
of full potential of "border trade" between NER and
Bangladesh.

Secondly, with the growth of cooperation among the
member countries, it might have been possible to link up
Indian communication system, i.e., roadways, railways and
waterways, to that of Bangladesh, which could have broken
the geographic isolation of north-east to a large extent
providing the necessary vent for the products of NER in
Bangladesh markets.

Thirdly, the idea of sub-regional development and the
concept of growth zones mooted in SAARC Expert Group
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report have tremendous implications for the development of
NER. The Expert Group has identified three sub-regions,
north-eastern sub region, consisting of parts of Nepal, Bhutan,
India and Bangladesh, the southern region consisting of a
part of India, Maldives and Sri Lanka, and the north western
region consisting of India and Pakistan, for initiating sub-
regional development programmers (SAARC Survey 1998-
99:72). The NER is covered in SARRC's first growth zone
area, i.e.. Northeastern sub-region. Since the basic idea of
development cooperation at the sub-regional level is to put
development in the sub-region on a faster track, SAARC s
zonal growth approach has the potential to address the
development interest of the NER.

Fourthly, once the subrregional cooperation takes off in
the SAARC's north-eastern sub-region, it is possible to
gradually supplement the mainland of India as the principal
source of manufactured exports to NER through various joint
ventures particularly between NER, Bangladesh and Bhutan.
This will lead to the increasing utilization of NER's natural
resources on the one hand, and equally enable Bangladesh
and Bhutan to improve their trade balance vis-a-vis India
(Thapa 1999: 175) on the other.

Fifthly, the proposal for the creation of an Asian Ener^
Grid mooted at the Trilateral Business Summit in Dhaka in
1998 by the Prime Ministers of Bangladesh, India and
Pakistan has a great relevance for the development of NER.
In spite of having the highest potential for generating hydro
electric power in the country, which has been estimated at
31857 MW out of 84044 MW available for the country as a
whole i.e., 38 per cent of total, only about one per cent had
so far been utilized (CEA, 1997) in NER. With Asian Energy
Grid in operation, demand would not pose any further barrier
in utilizing this huge untapped power potential. The
revolutionizing role of power in economic development ot the
region hardly needs any clarification.

However, the promise embedded in SAARC for NER does
not appear to turn into reality in foreseeable future. Bilateral
relations among the member countries time and
shadowed the collective interest of the group.
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18 Engagement and Development

other side, and includes provisions for negotiating the
reduction of limitation of forces from mutually agreed
geop-aphical zones along the LAC, the prior notification of
military exercises, and service to service contacts (Annual
Report, MOD,1996-97:5-6).

These two agreements followed by the visit of the India's
President Mr. K. R. Narayanan to China in 2000 and the visit
of the Chinese leader Mr.Li Peng to India in January, 2001,
have significantly scaled down the elements of mistrust in
Sino-Indian relations that had aggravated further following
the Pokhran II explosion in May 1998. Notwithstanding the
Chinese involvementin Pakistan's nuclear weapon and missile
programmes that remains as a major concern for India, the
role of China in Indo-Pak war on Kargil in 1999 seems to
be an indicator of shifts in China's India policy as well.

Be that as it may, the compulsions arising out of the
forces of globalization, challenges faced by the nations in
evolving a new global order, and forging new strategic
partnership seem to have largely informed the remaking of
foreign policy of both India and China towards each other
since 1990s. Although no durable structure of cooperation
between them has yet evolved, China's realization of the fact
that the "common ground" between India and China "far
outweighs" the differences between them, and the need "to
elevate Sino-Indian relations to a new height in the 21®'
century" for "peace and development in Asia and the world
at large" seem to enhance the possibility of establishing a
constructive partnership of cooperation" between these two
Asian neighbours in foreseeable future (Li Peng, 2001).

Like India's China policy, the Indo-Myanmar relations V
also started improving since early 1990s. Removal ofidealistic
elements and injection of more sense of pragmatism in
formulating India's policy towards Myanmar have led Indian
policy makers to realize that India's support to pro-democracy
movement ledby Aung San Sp Kyi againstthe military regime
would in no way enhance India's security and national interest
in Myanmar. As there was no sign of relinquishing power to
the Suu Kyi led National League for Democracy, which
emerged victorious following 1990 election, by the Myanmar
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military regime, India had little choice other than to come
to terms with the ruling junta. Informed by China's intensive
®"&agemont in Myanmar, growing insecurity in Northeastern
region arising out of various insurgent activities, and the
strategic importance of Myanmar in India's "Look East policy,"
India had adopted a more pragmatic Myanmar policy setting
nside its interest in democracy in Myanmar, one of the major
irritating factors that strained Indo-Myanmar relations for so
long.

The visit of Vice Foreign Minister of Myanmar, Mr. U.
Baswe, to India in 1992 helped both the countries to clear
their misconception about each other. Both entered into
Agreements for the development of areas along the
international border and for working together against the
forces of destabilization, militancy and insurgency. A border
trade agreement was signed in 1994 allowing trade to flow
through selected customs posts along Moreh (Manipur)-Tamu
(Myanmar) and Champhai (Mizorarn)-Hri (Myanmar), sectors.
•Mthough only the Moreh-Tamu sector has been officially
Opened for trade pending the infrastructural development in
the other sector, this Agreement, no doubt, has profound
importance for the NER. As part ofIndia's further engagement
in Myanmar, the Indian government has already constructed
the Tamu-Kalemayo road. This road is expected to be a part
of the ambitious Asian Highway Project conceived to link up
Singapore with New Delhi via Kualalampur, Ho Chi Minh
(^ity, Phnom Penh, Bangkok, Vientiane, Chiang Mai, Yangson,
Mandalay, Tamu, Dhaka and Calcutta (Dhar:2000). This Asian
ffighway, once comes into reality, will remove the
oonamunication bottleneck ofthe land-locked states ofMampur,
Mizoram and Nagaland to a large extent and will pave the
^ny for their integration with the South-East Asian region,
besides economic opportunities, improved Indo-Myanmar
^•elations also have direct bearing on the security environment
of NER. Increasing cooperation between the security forces
ofIndia and Myanmar in dealing with cross-border insurgent
Activities has compelled many of the Northeast insurgent
groups to shift their bases from Myanmar. The visit by General
Maung Aye, Vice President of the Myanmar Government to
India in November 2000, has opened up the scope for India's
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strategic location of the region necessitates an integrated cross
country sub-regional cooperation for development. This can
only be achieved by placing the NER in a larger South Asian
as well as South East Asian canvass. For so long this
perspective was not in the consciousness of the Indian State.
As a result, India's conduct of foreign policy towards her
neighbours was notmuch informed ofthe development interest
ofthe NER prior to 1990s. Moreover, the underestimation of
external security threat to north-eastern border prior to 1962
and overestimation of the same at least during 1962-1971
appears tohave negatively influenced the central public sector
investment decisions in this region. The development interest
of the NER had, thus, become a hostage to state-centric
mindset. Dueto the failure ofeconomic diplomacy ofthe Indian
State, even after 1971, to promote development of the NER
through forward engagement with Bangladesh and Myanmar
had further added more life to the disabilities of the reborn
Even the SAARC framework, which could have been utilized
to remove some of the predicaments ofthe NER, has arge y
remained inoperative primarily due to Indo-Pakist^ nv ry.
The externeil perimeter of development as defined by ^ ®
relations with the neighbouring countries is, t
harmony with the geo-strategic location of the
resultant underdevelopment partially cause y i
disharmony entangled with other ethnic aspira ,
substantially added to internal insecurity environmen
r^on
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